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de words dis words im words in words 

decode dislike impure inactive 

debrief dislodge immobile invisible 

debone disown impolite incomplete 

delayed discount imperfect insecure 

defuse disorder impossible incorrect 

demystify disregard impatient inaccurate 

demotivate disinfect immature incurable 

delegate disloyal immortal insincere 

debates dismount impersonal increase 

decrease disjointed imbalance infinity 

defending disadvantage improbable injuries 

demand disqualify impractical instinct 

depends discontented impartial interior 

devoted discomfort improve involving 

ir words mis words pre words re words 

irregular misfit prepack rearrange 

irrelevant mislaid prepay redirect 

irresponsible mismatch prewash replay 

irreplaceable misunderstood premature regroup 

irrigation misadventure prehistory reboot 

irritable misfortune preshrink readjust 

irrational misspell prebooked reroute 

ironically mistake predating reappoint 

irresolute miserably predators regain 

irreparably misinformed prejudged reupholster 

irrefutable misplaced prepared repopulate 

irrevocable misaddress prescribe reissue 

irresistible mislocated predictable rebroadcast 

irresolvable misadjusted pretext reassemble 
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un words able words ation words dom/hood words 

unzip reasonable creation wisdom 

unclear valuable alteration kingdom 

uneasy acceptable temptation freedom 

unwilling fashionable translation boredom 

unstable reliable limitation random 

unlawful respectable education seldom 

unchanged advisable congratulation chiefdom 

unpopular manageable determination childhood 

uncommon imaginable information adulthood 

unsatisfactory avoidable imagination brotherhood 

unblocked believable exaggeration livelihood 

unelected questionable communication falsehood 

unleashed noticeable illustration statehood 

unloading admirable abbreviation knighthood 

ible words ly words ment words ous words 

visible comfortably treatment mysterious 

edible historically statement glamorous 

flexible reasonably enjoyment adventurous 

terrible remarkably movement humorous 

sensible specifically retirement delicious 

divisible frantically argument hideous 

reversible responsibly excitement prosperous 

credible automatically improvement ridiculous 

tangible dramatically arrangement gorgeous 

possible systematically announcement spacious 

invisible enthusiastically development disastrous 

plausible primarily entertainment luxurious 

accessible necessarily equipment anxious 

impossible ordinarily government precarious 
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ship words sion words tion words 

hardship compassion protection 

friendship admission reaction 

leadership comprehension adoption 

membership conclusion corruption 

relationship envision acceleration 

kinship explosion direction 

championship occasion digestion 

upmanship inclusion disruption 

internship excursion suggestion 

fellowship pretension reflection 

viewership concussion deduction 

scholarship propulsion exemption 

showmanship submersion pollution 

citizenship expression promotion 
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